Singlet and triplet products of the geminate recombination of a radical pair with a single magnetic nucleus (I = 1/2).
The double-channel recombination and separation of the photochemically created singlet radical pair is investigated, taking into account the spin conversion in a zero magnetic field and the arbitrary initial distance between the radicals. The quantum yields of the singlet and triplet products and the free radicals production are found analytically, assuming that the recombination of the diffusing radicals occurs at contact. All the yields are related to the singlet and triplet populations of the recombining radical pair, subjected to spin conversion and contact exchange interaction. The general analytical expressions for the quantum yields are specified for the particular limits of the weak and strong exchange. They are greatly simplified in the case of polar solvents, especially at the contact start. A close similarity is obtained with the results of a previously developed incoherent model of spin conversion, provided that the conversion rate is appropriately related to the hyperfine coupling constant.